Abstract-The complex and often safety-critical nature of cyber-physical energy systems makes validation a key challenge in facilitating the energy transition, especially when it comes to the testing on system level. Reliable and reproducible validation experiments can be guided by the concept of design of experiments, which is, however, so far not fully adopted by researchers. This paper suggests a structured guideline for design of experiments application within the holistic testing procedure suggested by the European ERIGrid project. In this paper, a general workflow as well as a practical example are provided with the aim to give domain experts a basic understanding of design of experiments compliant testing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Validation and testing are commonly named as important milestones in the roll-out of cyber-physical systems in general and cyber-physical energy systems (CPES) in particular [1] , [2] . There are different opinions on how to realize such validation: Sha et al. [3] , for example, advocate splitting complex systems into subsystems that can be formally validated. While formal checking of subsystems is critical, it does not provide guarantees that interactions across subsystem in the complex CPES will not develop undesired behaviors. In other words, system-wide testing is necessary [2] . Since CPES are typically too complex and heterogeneous to be addressed by formal validation methods, an experimental approach is required, be it software-based, hardware-based, or a combination of both in a so-called Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) manner [4] .
Research institutions that regularly conduct CPES validation experiments have set up hardware laboratories, real-time software and simulation environments to do so. However, due to heterogeneous testing setups and workflows, the replication of experimental results is typically challenging and thus often neglected. In order to foster reproducibility and exchange between test infrastructures, the ERIGrid project has set out to develop a standardized process for development and documentation of validation experiments [5] , [6] . Due to its system-wide and multi-domain focus, the process is a so called holistic testing procedure. The process has been developed within ERIGrid and has been adopted by trans-national access user projects [7] and other European research and development projects like ELECTRA IRP [8] , SmartNet [9] , etc. It provides a structured workflow with various concept definitions so that researchers can use a common vocabulary when talking about purpose, objects, domains and other aspects of their test case. The approach supports hardware, software, simulation, and mixed experiment types. However, in its current state, the process is focused on the transfer of test setups among different testing environments. In order to have comparable and reproducible results, their analysis must be robust against statistical fluctuations. Such a goal is commonly achieved by employing a set of tools known as Design of Experiments (DoE) [10] .
DoE is a technique aiming to clarify the cause and effect relationships of factors and outputs while reducing the cost of doing the experiment. It comprises a number of statistical tools and concepts suitable for dealing with variance and fluctuation in experiment inputs, setups, and results. In its origin, the DoE approach has been devised for the realization of physical experiments [11] , but with the advent of more complex simulation experiments similar principles have been applied to software-based testing [12] .
This paper extends the current state of the ERIGrid holistic testing procedure by proposing a practical workflow for DoE usage. In the holistic testing procedure, DoE maintains its essential purpose by checking the contributions of the various complex factors and defining the needed redundancies for meaningful statistical evaluation of the outputs. The purpose of this study is to identify relevant DoE practices for designing holistic CPES related experiments. Furthermore, the experiments should utilize the capabilities of different lab infrastructures.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section II the holistic testing procedure is described with its current state and limitations. Section III provides an overview of the basis of DoE and its concepts relevant for CPES testing followed by Section IV where an exemplary simulation experiment is established to demonstrate the proposed workflow. Section V, finally, concludes the paper and provides an outlook about planned future work.
II. HOLISTIC TESTING APPROACH
The holistic testing procedure defined by ERIGrid outlines an approach to realize CPES experiments in such way that the purpose and context of the tests are separated from the specific lab setups realizing the experiments [5] , [13] . By following this method, the purpose of the test is explicit and can then be mapped to and replicated across different test environments.
The method is represented graphically in Fig. 1 , which shows the stages of a holistic test description (details can be found in [14] .). First, a Test Case must be formulated, which is a description of a test on similar description level as a Use Case (a well-known concept for system development [15] In the Experiment Specification, the Test Specification is mapped to the available components and functionality of the lab where the experiment is executed. This consists of two main parts: (i) the Experiment Setup, which reflects the Test System, and (ii) the Experiment Design. The later must plan in detail and document all the needed information for the execution, evaluation, and replication of the test.
Test Case, Test Specifications, and Experiment Specifications are to be recorded via dedicated templates (provided in [14] ) to facilitate information exchange between researchers. The focus of this work is to illustrate how the field of DoE is to be applied to the Test and Experiment designs.
III. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS FOR CPES TESTING
Several publications offer both broad and specialized introductions to the topic of DoE (e.g., [10] , [12] , [16] , [17] , [18] ), introducing the statistical methods of DoE and their application in detail. This paper will focus on providing a general understanding of the terms and concepts of DoE which are relevant for the holistic testing procedure.
In order to avoid confusion of the terminology, terms that are generally used in DoE are marked with x while terms of the ERIGrid holistic testing procedure are marked with o . Terms used in both fields are marked with x/o .
A. Basic Terms and Concepts of DoE
One hurdle to take for researchers that are new to DoE is the terminology.In the following, we attempt to provide a compact yet sufficient summary of the terms that form the basis of the DoE vocabulary. o/x . An integral part of the DoE workflow is the choice of a design that supports the purpose of investigation and is compatible with the number of factors and levels proposed for the experiment. In general, the Purpose of Investigation o , and the associated Test Criteria o , is associated in some way with identifying the effect of factor values on the output of the system at hand, which may also be called response x or target metrics o/x . These are the basic terms of DoE, but they do not suffice to get a complete picture of the field. On the one hand, the experiment output has to be subjected to statistical analysis methods in order for DoE to show its full potential. A variety of methods exist so that naming all of them would exceed the scope of this paper. Next to the analysis, a number of additional concepts are important for DoE, but can hardly be summarized under one umbrella term. Such concepts of which DoE users need to be aware are, e. g., randomization x , blocking x or confounding x . The meaning of this concepts is explained further below in the context of their application in CPES testing. Further explanations of all basic DoE terms and concepts can be found in various text books [16] , [17] .
In more in-depth DoE literature the term factor x typically describes all aspects that may influence an experiment's outcome. In this context it is important to differentiate between two classes of factors. The first class is called treatment factors x . The experiment has been designed to obtain information about the influence of these factors, which makes them explicitly important. The second class is called nuisance factors x . These factors do not lie in the focus of the experiment, but they could not have been removed either. Therefore, they need to be considered to make sure that their influence is not wrongly attributed to the treatment factors. Note that the differentiation between treatment and nuisance factors is not done in terms of controllability. Both types of factors can be either controllable of uncontrollable. Treatment factors that are fully controllable may also be called experimental factors x while uncontrollable ones may oftentimes at least be classified and are thus called classification factors x [17] . As an example, the testing of a Photovoltaic (PV) panel control unit can be considered. The influence of weather may be of explicit interest so that it is considered a treatment factor. It cannot be fully controlled, but different classifications may be assigned like "cloudy"/"sunny" or "morning"/"afternoon" and so forth.
In general, there are certain items to be considered in choosing the appropriate DoE techniques for the right problem. The first is the viable number of experiments which itself depends on the time required for a single experiment. The second is limiting the number of factors in order to reduce the size of the problem and the effort required to solve it. The third is the careful choice of the number of levels to have a reasonable number of experiments while allowing a good interpolation on the design space. The fourth, as mentioned above, is to clarify the aim of the experiment in order to determine the suitable DoE techniques (design and analysis methods) with sufficient outputs. The following section illustrates the planning of these steps within the structure of the holistic testing procedure.
B. Structured DoE via Holistic Testing Approach
One major development goal of the holistic testing process is to provide a structured framework for integration of DoE into the workflow of CPES testing. The key to this is the multistage approach of test and experiment specification. In the holistic testing procedure, practitioners start out by defining the SuT and PoI of their study and only then proceed to specify their input parameters and sources of uncertainty, which can be translated into treatment factors and nuisance factors. This way, the most important information (goal of the study and number of factors) is clear in an early stage of the study and can be used to make informed decisions about target metrics, the number of levels, experimental design and analysis methods. These are to be picked mainly in the stage of Experiment Specification. Another important aspect of the holistic multi-stage approach is the concept of refinement and re-evaluation. Practitioners are encouraged to use preliminary experiment results to improve and refine test and experiment specifications in an iterative way. This fosters the employment of good practices in DoE like screening experiments: if at first the Test Specification is defined with a large number of factors, a DoE approach is chosen that is focused on identifying the impact of the factors (typically with few levels per factor). This sensitivity analysis allows pointing out negligible factors that are then excluded from the updated Test Specification. Finally, a truly holistic testing workflow requires DoE since statistically sound testing forms the basis of comparability of results between research infrastructures and thereby the overall reproducibility of CPES tests. Fig. 2 displays a suggested workflow that structures a DoE process (right side) within the holistic testing procedure (left side). As described above, the holistic testing procedure guides the practitioner in obtaining the information from their application case that is needed to conduct DoE. Thus, many specifications in the holistic process directly inform DoE choices (e.g., number and types of factors, number of levels). The Test Case description, on the other hand, provides more general information that has to be aggregated and considered by the practitioner to make justifiable choices for analysis methods and experimental designs. These choices again have to be documented in the templates of the holistic process. The presented workflow is one aid to help practitioners of the holistic testing procedure to integrate DoE into their CPES experiments. Aside from that, it is important that they are enabled to make informed decisions regarding their choice of designs and analysis methods. Unfortunately, the fields of both, statistics and CPES, are too diverse to allow for formulation of standard application cases. Nevertheless, the following sections provide a general overview of the applicability of selected DoE concepts within CPES testing.
1) Choice of analysis methods: As mentioned above, an experimental design (leading to a set of treatments) and the employed analysis methods should be chosen in accordance to one another. Furthermore, these decisions have to be informed by the aim of the experiment, the number of factors and further considerations of the system under test. However, this work addresses some of these concepts rather independently. This is done to enable a stronger focus on some considerations that are specific to CPES validation and the holistic testing procedure. The choice of analysis methods is for now discussed in the context of the typical goals of CPES experiments.
Considering the aim of an experiment, researchers must differentiate between preliminary goals on the one hand and the actual PoI on the other hand. A typical preliminary goal is reduction of the number of considered factors via sensitivity analysis. As mentioned before, the associated experiments are typically called screening. For a characterization purpose, the test practitioner will typically focus on establishing polynomial description models that approximate the mathematical connection between experiment factors and outputs (polynomial regression). Verification, on the other hand, can be seen as a hypothesis test since researchers are typically testing against a reference. In such a context DoE is typically used to establish an analysis of variance x (ANOVA) and choose acceptable risks for type I and type II errors-the incorrect rejection of a true null hypothesis (type I) and the acceptance of an incorrect null hypothesis (type II). Validation can be seen as a mixed case between verification and characterization: it involves testing against references like the former, but requires an amount of result interpretation like the latter since the references are typically not well-defined. As a consequence, validation experiments might require practitioners to use DoE to establish description models as well as ANOVA. Incidentally, ANOVA as well as description models may also be needed for screening experiments dependent on the screening purpose. The aforementioned screening for sensitivity analysis typically requires ANOVA. On the other hand, screening may also be used to check for nonlinearities in the effect of certain factors on the output. In this case DoE can be used to check for the plausibility of different regressions.
All of the aforementioned general attributions between PoI and analysis methods are summarized in Table I .
2) Choice of experimental design: The choice of an experimental design depends on the aspired analysis method and on the properties of the SuT, namely number of factors, expected nonlinearities and realizable number of treatments as outlined above. Experimental designs can be roughly separated into two categories: (i) classical designs, and (ii) modern, simulationoriented designs [19] . Classical designs are strongly focused on providing as much information as possible with a strongly limited number of treatments since an experiment run is typically considered to be associated with a high effort or cost. As a consequence, classical designs often make simplifying assumptions about the SuT, such as considering only small numbers of factors or linear system behavior (two-level designs). Modern designs, on the other hand, typically assume higher numbers of treatments to be possible. Accordingly, interactions of higher numbers of factors can be analyzed. Furthermore, designs may be space-filling so that nonlinear system behavior may be analyzed in more detail. However, since modern designs have been mostly established with software experiments in mind, they are typically associated with test systems that are strictly deterministic and thus do not display fluctuations. Since classical designs have been established for stochastic systems, they place a stronger focus on reproduction of factor values. All popular designs have in common that they avoid confounding of factors. Confounding means in this context that the possible effects of two or more factors cannot be distinguished from one another in the statistical analysis. The occurrence of confounding is (with some exceptions) a sign of bad experimental design and cannot be fixed with statistical analysis so that more experimentation is necessary. As a consequence, choosing any one established experimental design is better than choosing none at all. The best design choice is highly dependent on the application case at hand. Table II gives a rough overview of the basic characteristics of the two major classes of designs to help guide practitioners into the most suitable direction. For a more refined choice, special literature on the particular categories of designs should be consulted. Note that this work avoids the common mapping which associates classical DoE with hardware and modern DoE with software experiments. While this may be a reasonable distinction in some domains, it cannot be unconditionally applied to the CPES domain. In fact, CPES experiments exist in a spectrum between pure hardware and software testing. Automated or hybrid HIL setups may be configurable to easily process large | | numbers of treatments while very complex simulation setups, on the other hand, may be limited to few treatments due to restricted computation capacity. All in all, the choice of an experimental design can be translated to finding an individual trade-off between an acceptable number of treatments and a desired amount of information. 3) Handling of different factor types: As mentioned above, factors can be divided into different categories. While experimental designs provide a structured way of working with treatment factors, nuisance factors typically need some special consideration to prevent them from distorting the result analysis. More precisely, nuisance factors exist in different degrees of controllability. In worst case, a nuisance factor is completely unknown (and thus also uncontrollable). The common way to mitigate the effect of such a factor is randomization. That means that the treatments chosen for an experiment are conducted in a randomized order. This may allow for identification of underlying effects upon experiment reproduction. Since the risk of unidentified nuisance factors is always given, randomization should be always conducted.
In best case, nuisance factors are known and controllable. They are commonly handled via blocking, where a set of levels is defined for the factor in question. Then, an experimental design for the treatment factors is established for each of these levels ("blocks") with treatment reproduction between the blocks and randomization within each blocks. This allows for distinguishing block effects from treatment factor effects. Nuisance factors that are known but fully uncontrollable, have to be handled within the experiment analysis, typically via analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). It allows for analysis of the effects of treatment factors while statistically controlling the effects of the aforementioned nuisance factors. Table III summarizes the types of nuisance factors with the corresponding concepts for handling them. More detailed explanation of these concepts and their application can be found e.g., in [17] .
IV. EXAMPLE USE CASE

A. Test Case Description
As an example of how the DoE methods can be applied for holistic testing of CPES, a use case on fault ride through (FRT) of a wind power plant is considered. It is common practice to have FRT capabilities as a part of the grid connection requirements that the plant owner must obey. Usually, these capabilities are confined in time versus voltage profiles. Practically, the wind turbines within the plant must stay connected during voltage sags as long as the voltage at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) stays above the required profile and shall recover the pre-fault active power output according to a minimum recovery rate afterwards. During and after FRT it is manifest to maintain short term voltage and frequency stability of the overall system. The power electronic interface and favorable controllability of wind turbine generators (WTG) can be used to support the stability.
The PoI of this test case is to verify the ability of the wind power plant to support stability and to characterize under which conditions the stability can be boosted. The SuT together with the DoE workflow is shown in Fig. 3 . The SuT consists of the power system, exhibiting the generator speed deviation (∆ω G1 ) and voltage amplitude U PCC responses as functions under investigation (i.e., the dependent variables), the WTG converter, yielding the interface between the converter controls and the grid as OuI, and the mechanical part of the WTG as a boundary. The main control functions impacting the voltage and frequency behavior are the voltage control and active power control through maximum power point tracking. The former aims to support the voltage through additional reactive current injection (aRCI) during and after faults, indicated by a proportional gain factor K aRCI . The latter regulates post-FRT active power recovery rate by a maximum rate limit on i * d (i.e., Rp). The bottom half of Fig. 3 shows how DoE can be applied. The main factors of interest to the response variables of the SuT are the control parameters described above and system variables such as generator dispatching, the pre-fault, and the retained voltage profile at the PCC (i.e., caused by the fault location). The DoE process consists of a screening part and the actual design part. For the sake of brevity we will focus on the former, thereby applying ANOVA.
In-field FRT experiments are quite complicated. First, igniting faults for stability analysis will not be appreciated by the majority of connected partners and mistakes in the experimental setup can cause quite some real damage and corresponding cascaded effects. Secondly, voltages, loads, generator dispatch, and wind power fluctuate so conditions differ continually. This makes it hard to consider these as treatment factors.
When assessing the test criteria by simulation studies instead, a significant flexibility gain is achieved: virtually every factor can be regarded controllable and hence a treatment results are shown in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that the impact on the terminal voltage of the WTG is relatively small: despite the retained voltage during FRT being slightly elevated for higher values of K aRCI , the voltage response is dominated by excitation systems of the remaining synchronous machines. For the frequency response things are different. It can be observed that for K aRCI ≥ 1.0 the amplitude of ∆ω G1 is clearly attenuated. A higher K aRCI hence supports the rotor angle stability. factor. This gives rise to the application of (deterministic) simulation experiments as an integral part of DoE-aided holistic testing. To limit the eventual set of treatments we will first perform a screening on K aRCI , the current limiting strategy, and Rp. After qualitatively assessing their sensitivity on the response variables it can be decided in which way the factors shall be blocked at a limited number of level or regarded as treatment variables in the actual design. The SuT is split into two parts, each of which is included into a separate simulator, after which the overall response is obtained via co-simulation. The power system is the IEEE 9-bus test system [20] , G3 of which will be replaced by proxy model of a wind power plant (i.e., the static generator in PowerFactory). The wind power plant itself is represented Next, the effect of the current limiting strategy of the WTG converter is addressed. During faults the magnitude of the current set points exceed the current rating of the front-end converter, i.e., i * d 2 + i * q 2 ≥ |I| lim , the current needs to be curtailed along either the active d-axis or the reactive q-axis. Taking K aRCI = 1.0, the effect of both limiting strategies on ∆ω G1 can be seen in Figure 5 is encapsulated as a functional mockup unit (FMU) by FMI for model exchange 2.0, the solver of which is provided by the FMI++ platform. Both FMUs internally apply adaptive timestepping whereas the synchronization interval is fixed at 1 ms.
B. Screening Simulation Results
First we will study the effect of the voltage-dependent additional reactive current injection on the system voltage and frequency deviation. For the sake of simplicity the rotor speed deviation of G1 is taken as a measure for rotor angle stability. The proportional control gain K aRCI is varied from 0 (no effect at all) to 2.0, meaning that a 50% retained voltage yields injection of rated reactive current (i.e., 120 MVar). The Finally, the active power recovery rates Rp are considered as screening factors. During faults, the output power is reduced to 0 in favor of reactive power support, and hence needs to recover after fault clearance. A higher Rp implies faster recovery of pre-fault WTG power output. The results are depicted in Fig. 6 , the scaling of which has been slightly altered to visualize the effects of low ramping rates. It is manifest that mainly the frequency is impacted by this parameter.
This preliminary screening allows us to limit the amount of treatment factors for the experiment design. For K aRCI both U PCC and ∆ω G1 are influenced. As a matter of fact, it human testing [22] so that appropriate guidelines are valuable for the CPES community. is expected that the impact on the voltage response becomes more significant with remote faults causing shallow voltage dips, which was not considered during the screening phase. K aRCI thus needs to be fully considered as a treatment factor. For the limiting strategy it was clear that q-axis prioritization is favorable for the frequency response as compared to the alternative. This factor can be blocked for further analysis. As for Rp, values higher than 10 pu/s can be considered technically infeasible because of WTG protection, whereas very low values impair the frequency response considerably and even cause WTGs to interfere with the governing systems of the conventional plants. Hence, the results show that although this parameter must be considered as a treatment factor, its levels and range in the set of treatments can be limited.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Grid" (Grant Agreement No. 654113). As an outlook on future work, ERIGrid will continue its work on improvement of international CPES validation. Consequently, more guideline material is to be expected to consolidate application of DoE in the CPES domain. Further improvement of the guidelines will, e. g., include a discussion of threats to validity. These threats may diminish knowledge gained about interdependency between factors and target metrics ("internal validity") or transferability of the experiment results ("external validity"). Some threats are already mitigated through the employment of concepts like randomization or blocking. For other threat definitions, however, active debate is going on regarding their applicability to lab-based, non-
